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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
As cities around the world continue to grml/, many more housing areas 
must be incorporated within or around them. Many areas have planning 
laws and ordinances governing additions to cities. For example, when a 
parcel of land is reduced into lots, or subdivided, it may be required 
that each lot have access to streets and utilities, that all distances 
and bearings close in all directions horizontally, and that the areas of 
all divisions or lots be calculated. 
In addition to many of the traditional considerations of housing 
subdivision design such as horizontal closure, street and sewer grades, 
water lines and access to other utilities, other considerations such as 
new subdivision and platting regulations, and site planning standards 
such as soil type, vegetation, hydrology, topography, optimum solar and 
wind orientation, surface water retention, and existing surveying systems 
of the area must be investigated. 
Each of the considerations listed above requires many man-hours of 
time to be adequately investigated. This has the effect of unnecessarily 
driving up the cost of housing subdivision design, or reducing the profits 
of the consulting engineer or the subdivision designer. 
The objective of this research was to investigate the applications 
of the digital computer to the various housing subdivision design cri-
teria, and to design and implement a computer program which would aid a 
consulting engineer in the various aspects of housing subdivision design. 
CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Subdividing and Platting Lands 
The art and science of surveying and subdividing land is thousands 
of years old. According to Kissam (1979), the ancient Egyptians had a 
command of surveying, as evidenced in the Great Pyramid of Khufu at Giza, 
which was built about 2700 B.C. It was exactly 755 feet long and 480 
feet high, accurately square and perfectly oriente,d to the cardinal 
points of the compass. The Egyptians are also credited with developing 
the surveying techniques necessary for property and boundary surveying. 
On the wall of a tomb at Thebes (built about 1400 B.C.), a head and rear 
chairman are pictured measuring a grainfield with what appears to be a 
rope w.ith knots or marks at uniform intervals. The annual flooding on 
the Nile necessitated some system for reproducing obl1terated lines and 
corners (Bouchard 1979), hence much of the early mathematics and survey-
ing techniques were developed. 
Among the first articles in English literature concerning the sub-
divisions of land was an article by Agas (1596). In "A Preparative to 
Platting of Lands and Tenements for Surveigh" he discusses the accuracy 
of various surveying instruments used for platting in the field. 
· ... I have seen several measurements taken by the plain table, 
and set down particularly under several men•s hands, differing 
fifteen acres, from the most to the least, in the sum of one 
hundred and twenty, valued and sold at nine pounds, and ten 
shillings, for·every acre .... (p. 7) 
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... And now to the theodolite: It carries in itself all 
manner of angles, measures, numbers and proportions, ... 
It enforceth ground in what quantity ever, ••• varying 
against the same anyway at your pleasure, so full and exact-
ly ... Enter then your practice for a country manner, 
lordship, etc. in the middle, or where best you like, ob-
serve, and quote your angles every way as they light: some-
time half a dozen at a station, more or less, and follow for 
your most advantage. (pp. 8-9) 
Concerning the subdividing and platting of lands, 
... If you will sever any field or close into two or more 
parcels ... the survey by plat ... shall be for continual 
evidence, and perpetual preservation of all lands and tene-
ments, unto the owners thereof, that are contained and set 
down in the same. And therefore, upon the perfecting of any 
such survey, you may make a fair parchment book with a large 
margin, you may enter and engrave the same from the said plat, 
and give it date accordingly •.. About twenty years hence, 
in the controversy for a sheep's course or walk, (the) map 
may be employed for laying out ••. the circuit and bounds 
of the same course. (pp. 15-16) 
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Clearly, the subdivision and development of lands cannot take place 
without some form of regulation. Community Planning Associates (1976) 
defines sub-division control as 
... Local ordinances which typically have controlled the 
physical layout of new areas (size of lots, width of streets, 
building lines, street contours, etc.). Increasingly, they 
are also requiring the provision of utilities and other 
basic improvements, such as open space, parking areas, 
shopping centers, and school sites. (p. 76) 
Subdivision regulations apply to previously undeveloped areas which 
are being developed for homes.· These regulations are a form of consumer 
protection for the home buyer, assuring adequate streets, sewers, and 
water supply, as well as provisions for parks and schools (Community 
Planning Associates, 1976). 
The general nature of subdivision regulations may serve a wide range 
of purposes. To the health officer they are a means of insuring that new 
residential developments have a safe water supply and sewage disposal 
syste111, as well as providing a record of the location of underground 
utilities (Goodman et al., 1968). 
According to Lautner {1941), the authority or the regulation of 
platting is usually held on the local level. In most states, approval 
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by a local agency is required before a plat may be recorded. The approv-
ing authority is usually a city planning commission, city-county planning 
commission, the local legislative body (such as a city commission), the 
city engineer, or a combination of the above. Figure 1 depicts two 
common approval schemes. 
In order to satisfy the regulations for subdivision design and to 
avoid omissions, an outline of certain site planning standards should be 
followed. According to DeChiara and Koppelman (1978), a site inventory 
including soils, vegetation, hydrology, climate, and existing land use, 
as \'Jell. as the survey system of the area (metes-and-bounds or rectangu-
lar), geology, and topography should be made. A preliminary plat includ-
ing grading, earthwork, drainage (erosion), and street and utility loca-
tion may then be made. If available, a preliminary graphic analysis of 
topography (see Figure 2) is helpful. 
More specific considerations, such as climate conditions, flood 
plain classification, specific drainage plans, water supply, sewage re-
moval, and final site selection for single and multifamily housing, 
schools, parks and green belts, solar orientation, wind orientation, 
noise~ traffic, spatial structure, and landscaping are then made. 
Figure 3 illustrates the various phases of site planning from the end of 
the preliminary investigation through final plat for a housing subdi-
vision. 
Vogel (1965) describes certain design considerations in the subdi-
SCHEME I 
State Legislature 
Grants authority to muni-
cipalities by general or 
specific act.t 
City Administration 
Grants authority on plats 
to planning commission by 
ordinance. Accepts dedicat-
ed areas on plats. 
~· 
Planning Commission 
Adopts rules and regula-
tions for submission and 
standards for plats. Re-
quires preliminary and final 
plats. Approves and endorses 
plats. t · t 
Land Subdivider 
Submits preliminary and 
final plats in accordance 
with conditions set up by the 
planning commission. 
J 
County Recorder 
Records plats when approved 
by the planning commission. 
SCHEME II· 
State Legislature 
Grants authority to muni-
cipalities by general or 
specific act.~ 
City Administration 
Approves subdivision 
plats. Accepts dedicated 
a~as on pllts.t 
Planning Commission 
Advises! administration. 
Land Subdivider 
Submits preliminary and 
final plats in accordance 
with conditions set up by 
administration alone or in 
conjunction with planning 
commission. ~ 
County Recorder 
Records plats when approved 
by administration. · 
Source: Harold W. Lautner, Subdivision Regulations (1941). 
Figure 1. Two Methods of Housing Subdivision 
Planning Authority 
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Figure 2. Isometric and Topographic Computer Representation of Subdivision Areas 
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viding and platting of lands. All horizontal distances must close, the 
. areas of each lot and easement must be calculated, and all street and 
utility grades must be found. 
One of the common problems of land surveying is the division of an 
irregularly shaped parcel of land into t\tJo or more parts with known areas 
(Moffitt and Bouchard 1975). Figure 4 graphically displays the problem. 
The total area of the figure (AREAi-j-k-l) is to be found, then AREAi-j-l 
and AREA. k 1 are to be found. The solutions are detailed in Table I. J- -
k 
Figure 4. Illustration of Splitting Land Into 
Two Unequal Areas 
1 
TABLE I 
SOLUTION FOR AREAS DESCRIBED IN FIGURE 4 BY DOUBLE MERIDIAN DISTANCE FORMULA 
Side Latitude 
AREAi-j-k-1 
i-j llN. . 
1-J 
j-k t;N. k J-
k-1 toNk- 1 
1-i toNl . -1 
AREAi-j-1 
i-j toN. . , -J 
j-1 toN. l J-
1-i toNl . -1 
AREAg-k-1 
j-k toN. k J-
k-1 ANk-1 
1-j AN1 . -J 
Departure 
AE. . 
1-J 
AE. k J-
AE k ~ -I 
toE1 . -1 
AE .. 
1 -J 
AE. l J-
toE, . _, 
AE. k J-
AEk-1 
AE1 . -J 
Double Meridian Distance 
ll.E .. = m~D .• 
1-J 1-J 
Dt~D. . + tE. . + L:E . k = DMDj k 1-J 1-J J- -. 
DMOj-k + 6Ej-k + 6Ek-l = DMDk_ 1 
DMDk-l + Hk_1 + LlEl-i = DM0 1_1 
AE. . = DMO .. 
1-J 1 -J 
DMD .. +b. E. . + .6E. 1 = DMDJ._ 1 1-J 1-J J-
DMDj-1 + AEj_1 + D.E1_1 = DMD1_; 
AEj-k + DMDj-k 
DMDj-k + 1\Ej-k +c!lEk-l = DMDk_1 
DMDk-l + ~Ek_ 1 + ~El-j = DMDl-j 
Dou)1e Area 
t.N. . x D~D. . 
1-2 1-J 
. ~· "'''"' "'''2-k X -·· 'Jj-k 
M\-l x D'~Dk_ 1 
t.N 1_; x r:r~o,_ 1 
l: Double Areaf 2 = AREAi-i-k-1 
~ . 
AN .. x Dt~D. j 
1 -J 1-
llN . 1 x DMD. 1 J- J-
toNl . x OMD1 . _, _, 
! Double Areat 2- AREAl-j-i 
llNj-k X 0~1Dj-k 
ANk_ 1 x OMDk-l 
AN1_j X DMDl-j 
! Double Area I 2 = AREAj-k- 1 
·Source: Francis H. Moffitt and Harry Bouchard, "Computations for Parting Off Land," Surveying (1975). 
_. 
_. 
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Cartography and Computer Mapping 
Cartography, the art of map making has been practiced as long as men 
have desired a permanent record of their environs. The oldest known map 
existing today is a small clay tablet depicting a man's estate in Meso-
potamia dating from about 2800 B.C. (Raisz, 1962). 
The information on a planar map may be represented in several forms. 
Conic, azimuthal, sinusoidal, and cylindrical maps are used to project 
landforms on world maps, (Merriman, 1947) while contour maps, isometric, 
volumetric and block diagrams are used to display various data for 
smaller areas (Raisz, 1962). Isometric and block diagrams have particu-
lar use in terrain analysis and geology. 
Several computer programs exist which perfor~ certain mapping 
functions. The most common of these are I.C.E.S. :coGO and ROADS, and 
SYMAP (Montgomery, 1968). The I.C.E.S. (Integrated Civil Engineering 
System) program package contains several programs of interest to Civil 
·Engineers, including structural, transportation, and construction 
scheduling programs. 
The LC.E.S. COGO (Coordinate Geometry) program uses problem ori-
ented language (POL) commands which requir~ the user to learn a complete-
ly new language before using the program. COGO may be applied to the 
solution of most surveying problems, as well as highway design, construe-
. tion layout, and housing subdivision design. The line printer is used 
for all COGO output (Benz and Manke, 1970). 
I.C.E.S. ROADS (Roadway Analysis and Design System) is a comprehen-
sive and integrated engineering computer system for use in the solution 
of highway design problems. According to Suhrbier (1967), ROADS may also 
13 
be applied to railroad design, waterway channels, dams, and airport 
runways, as soon as a general location corridor has been defined. ROADS 
performs all horizontal and vertical calculations necessary in highway 
design. The line printer is the ROADS output device (see Figure 5). 
SYMAP (Synagraphic r~tapping System) was created by the Laboratory 
for Computer Graphics and Spatial Analysis at Harvard University. Ac-
cording to Dougenik and Sheehan (1975), SYMAP is designed to be used by 
geographers, planners, geologists, and others who have an interest in 
analyzing spatial data. Conformant, proximal, contour, trend surface, 
and residual maps can be made using SYMAP. The output device is the 
line printer. 
Other computer programs exist which perform rpore specific mapping 
functions. SYMVU (Peucker, 1972) interfaces with SYMAP to perform three 
dimensional pen plots of data interpolated by SYMAP. Table II lists 
available mapping programs and their purposes. 
TABLE II 
COMPUTER MAPPING PROGRAMS FOR SPECIFIC PURPOSES 
Program 
GEOFIT 
POPMAP 
GRID 
RGRID 
CONTUR 
Purpose 
Estimates sets of source coordinates 
from empirical geographical distri-
butions. 
Reads X,Y coordinates, with popula-
tion, then draws population maps. 
Interpolation to a square lattice 
from measures given at scattered X,Y 
locations. 
Produces a printer contour map from 
scattered observations. 
Uses the 30-inch Calco~p Plotter to 
draw contour maps, stereograms, and 
perspective contours from data given 
in a matrix form. 
14 
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CHAPTER I II 
THE NUMERICAL METHOD OF ANALYSIS 
Horizontal Calculations 
Method of Input 
The basic method of input for the Subdivision program is a surveying 
system. In this system, the X (east) and Y (north) coordinates of a 
point are defined by naming a backsight point (i), naming a point 11 at 11 
I 
(j), naming a point to be defined (k), giving an angle (adirection) and a 
distance from the point "at" to the point being defined (DIST. k). Angles 
J-
are separated by quadrants, being either angles to the right (aright)' 
angles to the left (aleft)' deflections to the right (adefl right)' or 
deflections to the left (adefl left). The quadrants of each type of 
angle are illustrated below. 
Figure 6. The Quadrants of Each Type of Surveying Angle 
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The method of defining the X (east) and Y (north) coordinates of 
the new point (k) is done according to the orientation of points i and 
j, and whether an angle to the right, angle to the left, deflection to 
the right, or deflection to the left is specified. The numerical method 
is given below. 
If Si,l is greater than or equal to Sj,l' and Si,2 is greater than 
or equal to s. 2, and an angle to the right is specified, J, 
sk,l = sj,l + (DISTj-k X sine (ai-j +aright)) 
sk, 2 = sj, 2 + (DISTj-k x cosine (ai-j +aright)). 
If an angle to the left is specified, 
= Sj,l + {DISTj-k'x sine (ai-j- a11eft)) 
\,2 = S. 2 + (DIST. k x cosine (a .. -·a1 ft)). J, J- 1-J e 
If a deflection to the right is specified, 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
sk 1 = s. 1- (DIST. k X sine (a .. +ad fl . ht)) (5) , J, J- 1-J e ng 
sk,Z = sj,Z- (DISTj-k x cosine (ai-j + adefl right)). (6) 
If a deflection to the left is specified, 
sk,l = sj,l - (DISTj-k X sine (ai-j- adefl left)) (7) 
sk,2 = sj,2- (DISTj-k X cosine (ai-j - adefl left)). (8) 
If S. 1 is less than S. 1, and S. 2 is greater than or equal to 1, J, 1, . 
S. 2, and an angle to the right is specified, 
J' 
sk,l = sj,l - (DISTj-k X sine (ai-j - aright)) (9) 
sk, 2 = sj,Z + (DISTj-k x cosine (ai-j -aright)). (10) 
If an angle to the left is specified, 
sk,l = sj,l - (DISTj-k X sine (ai-j + aleft)) 
sk,2 = sj,2 + (DISTj-k X cosine (ai-j + aleft)). 
If a deflection to the right is specified, 
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( ll) 
( 12) 
\,l = sj,l + (DISTj-k x sine (ai-j- adefl right)) (13) 
sk, 2 = sj, 2 - (DISTj-k x cosine (ai-j- adefl right)). (14) 
If a deflection to the left is specified, 
sk,l = sj,l + (DISTj-k X sine (ai-j + adefl left)) (15) 
sk, 2 = sj, 2 - (DISTj-k x cosine (ai-j + adefl left)). (16) 
If S .. 1 is greater than or equal to S. 1, and S. 2 is less than 1, J, ' 1, 
S. 2, and an angle to the right is specified, J, 
sk,l = sj,l + (DISTj-k X sine (ai-j -aright)) (17) 
sk,Z = sj, 2 - (DISTj-k x cosine (ai-j - aright))~ (18) 
If an angle to the left is specified, 
sk,l = sj,l + (DISTj-k X sine (ai-j + aleft)) 
sk,2 = sj,2 - (DISTj-k X cosine (ai-j + aleft)). 
If a deflection to the right is specified, 
( 19) 
(20) 
. sk,l = sj,l - (DISTj-k X sine (ai-j - adefl right)) (21) 
sk,Z = sj, 2 + (DISTj-k x cosine (ai-j - adefl right)). (22) 
If a deflection to the left is specified, 
sk,l = sj,l - (DISTj-k X sine (ai-j + adefl left)) (23) 
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sk, 2 = sj, 2 + (DISTj-k x cosine (ai-j + adefl left)). (24) 
If S. 1 is less than S. 1, and S. 2 is less than S. 2, and an angle 1, J, 1, J, 
to the right is specified, 
Sk l = S .. l- (DIST. k x sine (a . . +a. ht)) (25) . , J , J- 1-J r1 g 
sk, 2 = S. 2 - (DIST. k x cosine (a . . +a. ht)). (26) J, J- 1-J rlg 
If an angle to the left is specified, 
(27) 
(28) 
If a deflection to the right is specified, 
sk,l = sj,l + (DISTj-k X sine (ai-j + adefl right)) (29) 
sk, 2 = S. 2 + (DIST. k x cosine (a . . +ad fl . ht)). (30) J, J- 1-J e r1g 
If a deflection to the left is specified, 
sk,l = sj,l + (DISTj-k X sine (ai-j- adefl left)) (31) 
sk, 2 = sj, 2 + (DISTj-k x cosine (ai-j - adefl left)). (32) 
If points i, j, and k lie on one line, no angle is specified. If 
point j lies between point i and point k, DIST. k is positive. If point J-
k lies between point i and point j, DISTj-k is negative. The analogy 
given above is then used. 
Other methods which define new points or change the coordinates of 
stored points, such as intersecting two lines or adjusting a traverse 
are discussed below. 
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Retrieving and Plotting Stored Information 
Upon completion of storing the points and their coordinates, inform-
ation concerning the points such as the X (east) and Y (north) location, 
the distance between two points, or the area defined by a set of points 
may be desired. It may also be desirable for the computer to make a map 
of the horizontal area described, showing the points stored and important 
lines between them. The following sections of this chapter contain pro-
gram segments which illustrate actual plotting procedures. The subrou-
tines shown are COMPLOT plotting subroutines. An explanation for each 
follows the program segment. 
Points and the Coordinates 
To obtain a list of certain stored points and the coordinates as 
well as plot and label the point on the map, the following method is used. 
For a point i, the printer output contains the label i, S. 2 (the north 
1 ' 
coordinate of point i) and S. 1 (the east coordinate of point i). To 1 , 
plot and label point i, Equation sequence (33) is used. 
XPEN = S. l -:- SCF 
1 , 
YPEN = S. 2 ~- SCF 
1 ' 
SUBROUTINE SYMBOL 
XPEN ~ XPEN + .07 
YPEN = YPEN + .07 
SUBROUTINE NUMBER (33) 
SUBROUTINE SYMBOL plots a special symbol centered on the plotting coor-
dinates XPEN and YPEN. SUBROUTINE NUMBER places the label i on the plot 
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.07 inches above and to the right of the special symbol. i may also be 
placed to the left of the special symbol. 
Lines, Distarices, and Bearings 
The distance between points i and j (DIST .. ) is found by 
1 -J 
. The bearing of the 1 i ne is found by 
(34) 
a . . =arctangent (AN .. + AE .. ). (35) 1-J 1-J . 1-J 
If Si, 2 is less than Sj, 2' the bearing is a north bearing. If Si,2 is 
greater than S. 2, the bearing is a south bearing. If S. 1 is less than J' 1 ' 
Sj,l' the bearing is an east bearing. If Si,l is greater than Sj,l' the 
bearing is a west bearing. 
The line from point i to point j is drawn and labeled by Equation 
sequence ( 36) . 
XPEN = S . l + SCF 
. 1 ' 
YPEN = S. 2 t SCF 
1 ' 
SUBROUTINE PLOT 
XPEN = S. l + SCF 
J' 
YPEN = S. 2 + SCF . J, 
SUBROUTINE PLOT 
XPEN = ( ( ( S1. l + S . l ) t 2) t SCF) - (cosine ( 90- a.. . ) x . 5) - . 04 , J, . 1-J 
YPEN = (((si, 2+sJ, 2) +2) +SCF)- (sine (90-a.i-j)x .5)+ .04 
SUBROUTINE NUMBER 
XPEN = (((S. l +S. 1)t 2)-~ SCF)- (cosine (90-a. .. ) x .6)+ .1 1, J, . . 1-J 
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YPEN = ( ( ( S. 2 + S. 2) "" 2) + SCF) - (sine ( 90 - a. . ) x . 6) - . 1 1, J, 1-J 
SUBROUTINE SYMBOL. (36) 
The first call to SUBROUTINE PLOT moves the pen to point i without 
drawing a line. The second call to SUBROUTINE PLOT moves the pen to 
point j, drawing the line. SUBROUTINE NUMBER labels the line with the 
length of the line, and SUBROUTINE SYMBOL labels the line with the bear-
ing. If the length of the line is less than 1.7 x SCF, the distance and 
bearing of the line is placed in a table above and to the left of the 
entire plot. 
To close a traverse consisting of points i, j 1 , ••• , 1, and m, where 
the error of closure is assumed to be between poin't m and point i, the 
following equations are used: 
c . 
m,l = f'..E . m-1 X (n n) 
c m,2 = f'..N m-i X (n -.- n) 
cl , 1 = f'..E m-i X ( (n - 1) f r.) 
C = f'..N . 1 , 2 m-1 X ( ( n - 1 ) • n) 
C . 1 = f'..E . x ( ( n- ( n - l)) + n) J, m-1 
C . 2 = LIN . x ( ( n - ( n - 1 ) ) + n) J, m-1 
c. 1 = 0 
1 ' 
c. 2. = 0. 
1 ' 
Any point or set of points may be held from adjustment. 
(37} 
(38) 
(39) 
(40) 
(41) 
(42) 
. (43) 
(44) 
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Horizontal Curves 
Data for a curve defined by points i, j, and k, being the PC, cen-
ter of curvature, and PT, respectively, are found below. The radius, 
arc, long chord, and tangent of a circular curve are illustrated in 
Figure 7. 
ARC . . k ::: 2 x 'IT x RAD. . k x (a . . k + 360) 1-J- 1-J- 1-J- (45) 
(46) 
RAD ( ( AN • ) 2 + ( AE. • ) 2) ; 5 i-j-k = il i-J il 1-J (47) 
TAN .. k = tangent (a .. k 7 2) x RAD .. k 1-J- 1-J- 1-J- (48) 
a . . k = ( ( 90 - ( ( 180 - a . . k) 7 2) ) + ARC . . k) x 60 1-J- 1-J- 1-J- (49) 
The interior angle a .. k is defined completely in the Lots and Traverses 1-J-
section. 
Ce~ter of Curvature 
Figure 7. Parts of a Horizontal Circular Curve 
Horizontal curves are plotted by connecting chords subtending jtwo 
' 
degrees of central angle. With point i remaining as the PC and being 
called the backsight point, point j being the center of curvature and 
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the point 11 at," and point 1 being the temporary point to which the chords 
are to be drawn, curves are plotted as shown in Equation sequence (50). 
SUBROUTINE PLOT 
a. . 1 1-J-
::: 2 
sl,l = s. 1 + (RAD. . k X sine (a. . +a. '1)) J, 1-J- 1-J . 1-J-
51,2 = s. 2 + (RAD. . k x cosine (a .. +a .. 1)) J, 1-J- 1-J 1-J-
XPEN -- s, ,1 • SCF 
YPEN = s, ,2 ~· SCF 
SUBROUTINE PLOT 
a .. 1 = a .. 1 + 2 1-J- 1-J- (50) 
' 
The first call to SUBROUTINE PLOT moves the pen to the PC (point i) 
of the curve. The second call to SUBROUTINE PLOT draws the chord. After 
angle a 1 .. 1 ·is incremented by two degrees, program control transfers -J-
back, new coordinates are calculated for point 1, and another chord is 
drawn. 
Lots and Traverses 
For a traverse consisting of points i, j, ... , 1, and m, it may be 
necessary to calculate the area and interior angles between the points 
defining the traverse. There are six teen ways for two 1 i nes to i nterse.ct 
in a four quadrant system. If the first line is defined by points i and 
j, and the second 1 i ne is defined by points j and k (thus the intersection 
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of the two lines occurs at point j}, the 16 ways for the two lines to 
intersect may be shown graphically, as in Figure 8. Table III contains 
the interior angle calculation for each case shown in Figure 8. 
The area of traverse i, j, ... , 1, and m is found by the double 
meridian distance method as in Equation (51). 
AREA. = (~N .. x DMD .. + ~N. k x DMD. k + 
1- ... -m 1-J 1-J J- J-
The DMD's are defined as being twice the sum of all ~E's occurring be-
fore the line being calculated plus the ~E of the line being calculated. 
Horizontal Intersections 
Horizontal intersections are made iteratively. To intersect a line 
segment defined by points i and j with a line defined by points 1 and m, 
the line segment defined by points i and j is extended, with the coordi-
nates of a new point k being defined with each iteration (see Figure 
9(a)) .. The iterations are ended when al-m-k is equal to zero (see Equa-
tion sequence (52)).· 
DIST. k = .0001 J-
sk,l = s. 1 + (DIST .. k X sine (a .. )) J, J- . 1-J 
sk, 2 = sj, 2 + (DISTj-k x cosine (ai-j)) 
IF (al-m-k = 0.0), transfer out 
DIST. k = DIST. k + .0001. J- J- (52) 
After DIST. k is incremented, control transfers back and the coordinates· 
J-
for a new point k are determined. 
To intersect a line segment defined by points i and j with a curve 
having a center at point 1 and a known radius, the line segment is 
TABLE III 
METHOD FOR THE CALCULATION OF THE INTERIOR ANGLE 
FOR EACH OF THE SIXTEEN POSSIBLE 
INTERSECTION CASES 
Case No. 
1 
2. 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
Interior Angle ai-j-k 
a. k- a . . J- l-J 
1r- a . . -a. k 1-J J-
1f. + a. . - a. k 1-J J-
a .. +a.k· 1-J J-
1r- a . . -a. k 1-J J-
a. · -a. k 1-J J-
a.i.+a.k 1-J J-
1r f; a . . ,;.. a. k 
. I 1-J J-
1f- a. ·+a. k 1-J J-
a .. +a. k 1-J J-
ai-j - aj-k 
1f - ai-j - aj-k 
a . . +a. k 1-J J-
1f+a •• -a.k 1-J J-
11"-a •. -a •. k 1-J J-
a. k- a .. J- 1-J 
If the interior angle is less than zero, the in-
terior angle is changed to the absolute value of the 
interior angle. If the interior angle is greater than 
1r, the interior angle is changed to 1r - (ai . k - 1r). -J-
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i 
; 
; 
i i k 
k 
j j 
k 
1. k 2. 3. 
k 
i i 
i 
5. 6. k 7~ 
k k 
j 
j 
i 
9. ; 11. 
k i i 
i 
j 
k 
j 
13. 14. k 15. 
Figure 8. The Sixteen Possible Ways for Two lines to 
Intersect in a Four-Quadrant System 
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i 
4. 
i 
8. 
12. 
j 
16. 
28 
Point .1. • 
(a) Intersecting Two Lines 
Point j 
Point i 
(b) Intersecting a line With 
a Curve 
Figure 9. Horizontal Intersections 
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extended iteratively as in Equation set (52) with the coordinates of a 
new point k being defined with each iteration. The iterations end when 
k is one radius away from point 1 (see Figure 9(b)). 
If for some reason an intersection is not made after a certain num-
ber of iterations, or if the coordinates of point k (Sk,l and sk,2) ex-
tend beyond certain allowable limits (depending on the magnitude of SCF), 
the program will abort and an error message describing the error is 
written. 
Vertical Calculations 
Defining the Vertical Grid 
I 
The principal feature of the vertical portio'n of the program is the 
program•s ability to take random input information and arrange the in-
formation into a grid. An elevation is assigned to each grid point by 
weighting the five nearest random input points. Also, a qualitative 
fact, such as soil type, vegetation, or depth to bedrock, is assigned to 
each grid point on a proximal basis (depending on that piece of informa-
tion given for the nearest random input point). 
The method for defining the vertical grid is a three-dimensional 
interpolation using the inverse of the sums of the square of the distance 
of a particular point from the five nearest random input points. The 
nearest point is designated at point number one, the farthest is desig-
nated as point number five. The grid may be as large as 54 grid points 
in the north (Y) direction, by 72 grid points in the east (X) direction, 
with the distance between the grids in both directions being SCF t 3. 
The method is detailed in Figure 10 and in Equations (53) and (54). For 
grid location XG, YG, 
POINT 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
ELEVATION 
105.00 
113.25 
110.50 
120.75 
125.00 
. 2 2 
EDIST(YG,XG)-i t DIST(YG,XG)-i 
2 
DIST(YG,XG)-i 
4 
9 
16 
25 
36 
l: 90 
2 . . 2) 
E(EDIST(YG,XG)~i t DIST(YG,XG)-i 
.5088 
.2261 
. 1272 
.0814 
. 0565 . 
E 1.0000 
. 30 
2 
EDIST(YG,XG}-i 
... 2 
DIST(YG,XG)-i 
22.500 
10.000 
5.625 
3.600 
2.500 
l: 44.225 
WEIGHTED 
ELEVATION 
53.424 
25.606 
14.056 
9.829 
7.063 
E 109.978 
Figure 10. Numerical Example of Finding the Elevation at a Grid POint 
. From Random Input Points (Elevations and Distances are 
Assumed) 
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A YG,XG, 1 
5 2 . 2 
= i~l (Bi ,3 X ( ( (E(DIST (YG,XG)-i) + (DIST (YG,XG)-i) ) 
2 2 
~ (E(E(DIST(YG,XG)-i) ~ (DIST(YG,XG)-l) ))))) (53) 
AYG,XG,2 = 81,4' (54) 
Three-Dimensional Pictures 
Three-dimensional pictures are drawn according to the method given 
in Equations (55) and (56). A rotation angle (8), direction {east or 
west), an altitude angle (y), and a vertical exaggeration factor {EX) 
are given. The rotation is about the origin, therefore the plotting 
coordinates at XG, YG are 
XPEN = {{cosine {a.i-o + S)} x DIST (YG,XG) .- 0) ~ (SCF x SH) (55) 
YPEN =((((sine (a.i_0 +s))xDIST{YG,XG)-O)x{sine y}} 
+ ( {AYG,XG, l- Elmin) x EX))~ (SCF x SH). {56) 
The plot is drawn by incrementing XG while holding YG constant to 
draw the east-west lines, then incrementing YG while holding XG constant 
to draw the north-south lines. The data or elevation at the grid points 
are labeled after the east-west line segment is drawn. The shrink fac-
tor (SH) is determined by testing the corners of the area to be plotted 
to see if they will fit on the plot. If YPEN in the corner test is out-
side of acceptable limits {depending on the scale of the plot), the 
shrink factor SH is multiplied by 1.1 unt'il YPEN for the corner fits 
within the limits. Increasing SH has the effect of shrinking the entire 
picture. 
Upon the completion of plotting the vertical control grid three-
dimensionally, the boundary is then plotted with the black pen. The 
intermediate point•s elevations are found similarly to AYG,XG,l' and 
are plotted according to Equations (55) and (56). 
Contour Map 
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The qualit~tive fact or elevation of each grid point on the vertital 
control grid is plotted before any other plotting takes place on the con-
tour map. The lower left corner of the symbol is the location of the 
grid point. The contour interval is given and the contours between ELmin 
and ELmax are found. For any four-sided element, if the first contour 
lies between AYG,XG,l and AYG,XG+l,l' the contour
1 
elevation between these 
; ' 
points is located by interpolation and the pen is, moved to that location. 
If this contour lies between AYG,XG,l and AYG+l,XG,l' the contour loca-
tion between these two points is located and a line is drawn to that 
position. Sides AYG+l,XG,l to AYG+l,XG+l,l' and AYG+l,XG+l,l to 
A are checked similarly (see Figures 11 and 12). YG,XG+l,l 
• XG,YG+l 
• XG,YG 
• XG+l,YG+l 
• XG+l,YG 
Figure 11. Labeling Scheme for a Four-Sided 
Element on the Vertical Control 
Grid 
CONTOUR PASSING BETWEEN 
A · - A YG,XG,l YG,XG+l,l 
A - A YG,XG,l YG+l,XG,l 
AYG+l,XG,l - AYG+l,XG+l,1 
AYG+l,XG+l,l - AYG,XG+l,l 
PEN INTERPOLATION 
XPEN = ((XG x (SCF + 3)) + ((Elcontour- AYG,XG,l) 
+ (AYG,XG+l, 1 - AYG,XG, 1)) x (SCF + 3)) + SCF 
YPEN = (YG x (SCF + 3)) + SCF 
XPEN = (XG x (SCF + 3)) + SCF 
YPEN = (YG x (SCF + 3}} + ((Elcontour- AYG,XG,l) 
+ (AYG+l,XG,l- AYG,XG,l}) x (SCF+3)) + SCF 
XPEN = ((XG x (SCF + J)) + ((Elcontour- AYG+l,XG,l) 
+ (AYG+l,XG+l,l - AYG+l,XG,l)) x (SCF + 3)) 
+ SCF 
YPEN = (YG + 1 x (SCF + 3)) + SCF 
XPEN = (XG + 1 x (SCF + 3}) + SCF 
YPEN = (YG x (SCF + 3)) + ((Elcontour- AYG,XG+l,l) 
+ (AYG+l,XG+l,l - AYG,XG+l,l)} x (SCF + 3}} 
+ SCF 
Figure 12. Pen Interpolation for Contour Plotting 
w 
w 
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Upon completion of all contour lines, the boundary is drawn and 
labeled. A special feature allows lines to be drawn between previously 
stored points, and labeled on the contour map. This may be done in any, 
color (see Lines, Distances, and Bearings, page 21). 
Printer Plots 
·Accurate printer plots may be printed showing the information stored 
in the vertical control grid. YG is held at 54 while XG increments from 
1 to 20. AYG,XG, 1 is printed at each grid point. YG is then decremented 
by one and the same process occurs, until YG reaches 1. YG is then re-
turned to 54 and XG is i nc1·emented from 21 to 40. In this manner, a 
representation of the vertical control grid is given in strips 20 loca-
tions wide. A proximal map is printed in the sam~ manner when AvG,XG, 2 
is printed. Any information which may be represented on a proximal map 
may be shown in this manner. When printed on an eight-lines-per-inch 
printer, there is a 30 percent east-west exaggeration. When printed on 
a six-lines-per-inch printer, there is a 16 percent east-west exaggera-
tion. 
Profiles and Grades 
Selected profiles may be plotted by listing an array of points be-
tween which plots of cross sections are desired, and a vertical scale at 
which the. plot is to be made. The horizontal scale of the plot is one 
·inch equals SCF •. The array is then split into pairs of points for pro-
file plotting. The profile for pairs of points is then plotted in 30 
increments; the increments are defined in Equations (57) and (58). 
r N = i:!N , . t 30 
1-J (57) 
EE = AE. . + 30 1.,.J 
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(58) 
New north (Y) and east (X) coordinates are found for each increment 
along the line. The elevation at those coordinates is found similarly 
to AYG,XG,l' and those elevations are plotted against horizontal incre-
m~nts of DIST. J. + 30. 1- . 
Grades are laid out on the plot and digitized in SCF * 10 increments 
on the printer output. To define grades, the station and elevation of 
all vertical tangent intersections are given. If a vertical curve of a 
certain length subtends a certain vertical point of intersection, the 
curve length is given. The station of the beginning of a vertical curve 
is found by subtracting one-half of the length of the vertical curve from 
I 
the station of the point of intersection of the vertical tangents. The 
grade of the vertical tangents is found in Equat1on (59). 
r .. = (rEL .. .;. DIST .. ) x 100. 
1J 1-J 1-J (59) 
The elevation of the beginning of a vertical curve is found by multiply-
ing one-half of the length of the curve by -r 1• .• The elevation at point -J 
j along a vertical curve beginning at point i and ending at point k is 
found in Equation (60). 
Elevation= ((((r2-r1)+(DIST. k+l00.))+2.)x(DIST .. )2) 1- 1-J 
+ (r1 x DIST. . ) +Elevation BVC. (60) 1-J 
Curves are plotted and pri~ted out in inc~ements of SCF 1 10. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Modern standards for housing subdivision design require th~ designer 
to consider much more than horizontal layout of the subdivision. 
DeChiara and Koppelman {1978), in their discussion of subdivisions sug-
gest a vicinity review, topographic analysis, a preliminary sketch, and 
graphic analysis before attempting to design the final plat. The subdi-
vision program package has applications in all of these areas. 
I 
The results of this research and the running of numerous example 
problems indicates the following: (see Figures 13 to 26, and Appendices 
A to G). 
The horizontal portion of the program has widely varied uses~ from 
the closure of traverses to the actual platting of subdivisions. A 
meticulous method of adjusting triangulation grids (done by considering 
one three or four-sided element at a time) is also possible. 
Figure 13 shows a plot of a small traverse which required horizontal 
adjustment. The printer output appears in Appendix A. The distances and 
bearings of the north, south, east, and west lines were given. The point 
nearest the center (point 700 on the printer output) was defined by the· 
interesection of the two lines running through it. A forty foot easement 
line is shown_running parallel to th~ north line. The intersection 
feature of the program was used to establish the point and easement line. 
Figure 14 is the plotter output of a larger traverse which was to be 
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divided into several large lots. The printer output for this problem 
appears in Appendix B. The area appearing along the south edge is the 
right-of-way for state highway 33. The curved line running from near the 
northwest corner of the traverse toward the southeast corner is the 
centerline of old state highway 33. Twenty acres was to be parted off. 
of the west end (Lot Number 20AC in the printer output), and the areas of 
the remaining tracts north and south of the old state highway were to -be 
found. An easement from the old state highway to the north edge of the 
traverse appears as the group of threeparallel line segments in Figure-
14. 
A small housing subdivision appears in Figure 15. This subdivision 
consists of six lots and a short cul-de-sac. A Cflosure of the perimeter 
was necessary, and points 115, 118, 107, and 105 ,were intersected. Lines 
102 to 114, 113 to 112, and 119 to 110 are radial about point 120. The 
printer output for this subdivision appears in Appendix C. 
Figure 16 is a plot of a triangulation course (the Oklahoma State 
University surveying traverse). The printer output in Appendix D shows· 
that an adjustment was made for each four-sided element in the traverse . 
. As each three or four-sided area was input, it was adjusted, thus elimi-
nating error as it was introduced. The various elements were thengroup-
ed according to selected triangles, and the distances, bearings and area 
information was found for them. 
The results for the fifth traverse are shown in Figure 17 and tabu-
l~ted in Appendix E. This ttaverse is a fifteen lot subdivision, with 
all streets, lots, easements, and setback lines shown. Five concentric: 
arcs may be observed around the centers of curvature on 11 Sunny Hi.ll s 
. Drive 11 , being the building setback lines, property lines and street 
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Cf~nterlines. In the original plot, the red pen was used for the twenty 
foot utility easements and street centerlines, the blue pen was used for 
the building set back lines, and the black pen was used for the lot 
lines, and lot labeling. 
The sixth problem is a vertical control problem. An example of a 
traverse with topographical information was devised, and the contours 
were digitized for random input. Soil types using the Unified Soil 
Classification system were also input. It was assumed that a road would 
be layed out between points 100 and 200, a sanitary sewer location would 
be shown between points 100 and 300, and a water line would be shown be-
tween points 200 and 400. (See Figures 18 and 19). Printe~ output of 
the vertical elevation grid and the vertical data grid appear in Appendix 
F. Figure 20 and Figure 21 depict three-dimensional pictures of the 
area, from different perspectives. Figure 22 is a printer output of the 
vertical tangents and curve, and Figure 23 is a plotter profile of the 
street. 
The final example is the use of the vertical portion of the program 
for use in an actual floodplain study. Figure 24 depicts the Caney River 
as it flows through Bartlesville, Oklahoma. The hatched lines indicate 
areas which have been developed. The wavy lines depict areas prone to 
flooding in a 100 year flood. The random elevations were taken at the 
section corners, quarter-section corners and section centers. The data 
for each individual grid point was given the label FL if the point was 
subject to flooding, OR if it remains dry in a 100 year flood. The point 
was given the label UR if it was in an urban or developed area and RL if 
it was rural. Thus, FLRL would indicate a flooded rural area, FLUR a 
flooded urban area, etcetera.· The data grid and the elevation grid 
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Figure 24. Caney River Flood Plain at Bartlesville, Oklahoma 
51 
appear in Appendix G. Figure 25 is a three-dimensional picture of the 
floodplain with a vertical exageration of three. Figure 26 is a topo-
graphic map of the area. 
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Figure 25. Flood Plain Three-Dimensional Representation 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
Applications and Degree of Accuracy 
The numerical method of the horizont~l and vertical calculations in-
volved in housing subdivision design was investigated and applied in a 
FORTRAN IV source program. The program generates a data set of pen move-
ments which provide plots of horizontal maps, contour maps, three-
dimensional views, and selected profiles on the COMPLOT DP-8 drum plotter. 
Within the scope of this study several concepts and ideas of various 
experts in the fie 1 d of housing subdivision design were reported. The 
most important concepts to be reiterated are those of DeChiara and 
Koppelman (1978), who recommend a site inventory of soils, vegetation, 
hydrology, topography, and geology. A preliminary graphic analysis of 
topography, a vicinity sketch, preliminary sketch, grading plan, street 
and sewer profiles, and a final plat of the area may then be drawn. The 
computer program developed as a result of this research may be used to 
address any or all of these housing subdivision design criteria. 
The overall degree of accuracy for the distances and bearings re-
ported in the program is approximately.:!:_ .001 foot of distance and .:!:_1 
second of angle for any distance, as the distances and bearings are cal-
culated between previously stored points, not as· the points are stored. 
Distances are reported on b·oth the printout and the plot to the nearest 
.001 foot. It should be noted, however, that the distance shown on the 
54 
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printout is rounded to this accuracy, while the distance shown on the 
plot is truncated to three decimal places. For the worst case, in which 
two lines are intersected, the accuracy of the bearing may be as low as 
+ two seconds for short distances. 
As noted in Chapter III, horizontal intersections are performed 
iteratively (see Equation sequence (52)). In most cases, when it is de-
sired to intersect two lines in a plane, the equa.tion for each line is 
written, and the two equations are solved simultaneously for the X and Y 
coordinates of the point of intersection. It should be noted, however, 
that when this method is applied to intersect a line with a circle, two 
completely different solutions are possible for each X and Y coordinate. 
When intersections are made iteratively, this is ~voided as the itera-
tions are stopped when the first solution is obtained. Moreover, the 
mechanisms used for· iteratively intersecting two 1 ines (see Equation 
Sequence 52) are incorporated into other sections of the program (Equa-
tions 1 to 32, Table III), thus making the process a matter of transfer 
of control. 
The accuracy of the iterative intersection process gives coordinates 
for the point being defined to ±.0001 feet. This causes no significant 
error in any distances. For relatively short distances (less than five 
feet); the angular error may reach several seconds. The angular error 
diminishes at longer d~stances. 
In usual practice, traverse closure error is adjusted by a method 
which distribute~ the error according to the length of each line making 
up the traverse. Thus, long sides of a traverse will absorb more of the 
closure error than short sides. The method used for distributing traverse 
error in the program consists of adjusting each point by a fraction of 
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the number of points requiring adjustment (see Equations 37 to 44). 
When the sides of a traverse are all approximately equal, the two 
methods give similar results. ~!hen the shortest side of a traverse is 
one hundred times smaller than the longest side, significantly different 
results are given by each method. The two methods yield a 35 percent 
difference in the length of the short side, while a three percent differ-
ence occurs in the length of the long side. The stated percent differ-
ences are approximate, with the differences decreasing with an increase 
in the number of points in the traverse. 
In cases of actual housing subdivision design, it may be desired to 
adjust several of the points in a traverse while holding the remaining 
points from adjustment. This has particular valu~ when the subdivision 
abuts existing or previously platted subdivisions. When this is desired, 
the method used in the program is particularly well applied, as the 
errors are distributed through a certain number of points, rather than a 
certain number of lines. 
Additional Research 
Additional research in the field of computer methods for subdivision 
design may be considered by the author in the future. The area of 
vertical street layout has no method for the calculation of earthwork in-
corporated within the program at this time. A method of relating the cut 
or fill of the street centerline at a station to the end area was investi-
gated, as was relating the end area to the cut or fill at either side of 
the road. Neither method was acceptable as both methods gave approximate 
results, and in certain special cases, grossly inaccurate results. An 
iterative method of generating end areas appears to be the most exact 
possibility of obtaining the volumes of cut and fill. 
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The three-dimensional plots shown in this study (Figures 20, 21, and 
25) and the numerical method presently incorporated within the program to 
generate them allow lines hidden from view to be plotted. The land areas 
usually used for housing subdivision development are flat enough that few 
hidden lines occur. If this program is to be used for sophisticated ter-
rain interpretation at any time in the future, some method of blanking 
hidden lines must be devised. 
Finally, the use of the numerical method given in this study for 
applications in highway design is an interesting possibility. Certain 
aspects of the horizontal layout of a highway may
1 
be performed directly 
by the existing program. However, in order to adequately and accurately 
perform every calculation necessary for highway design, it would be 
necessary (and advisable) to deviate from the Cartesian coordinate system 
and use a station-offset method to define horizontal locations. The 
11 View down the road 11 as seen by the driver could then be plotted with the 
three-dimensional plotting methods given in this paper (see Equations 
(55) and (56)). A blanking method to avoid plotting hidden lines would 
be required for this application also. 
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5 n-za-s7. E 4'S.I42 25-27-2~ 99es 334.665 2776·621 
............................................................... 
•••••••••• STRCET CENTeJtfKES FOR STATIONING JJiiioJJJJ 
···························-··················~················ 
----- t!JftiZDNIAL Llf\·E DATA -------------- ENO 
~EARING DISTANCE INTERIOR ANGLE POINT 
DEGoMlNeSECo FT ' AT END PCJIIIT NOo 
s 47- ft-3•• E 
s l0-39-25o • 
s 9-io~ .. e 
~OT II.UII8ER AOAC 
23•)o000 
174o000 
122-zo- o. 
aoo- o- o. 
9971 
9970 
E'"D POINT COOROS.e 
NORTH EAST 
1293.864 
1122.865 
1626.131 
1534.198 
ssoz.;ozo 
l!Sl7e936 
trr L . 
RADIUS ANGLE OE~TA 
FTe DEGoNINoSEC:. 
ll46o299 2!F I !S-24. 
1910elbO 2z- o- o. 
1910olt0 ll-56-33o 
12111el00 3-&7-25• 
1910.100 t-14- 3e 
c!NTAA 
RADIUS #>hGLE DE~TA 
~Te DEGeMJNeSEC:o 
ARC 
"· 
sos.3oo 
f33e4ZS 
464o805 
109•685 
4lel43 
ARC 
~Te 
::::::::::·····*··~·*····c:;;:::··~~:~;H:~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~·~.!:----------------------------------------
························~······································ 
STAAT 
POINT 
NDo 
9996 
999~ 
9990 
99114 
9~83 
9982 
9981 
999!1 
N 
s 
s 
s 
5 
s 
s 
N 
-= 
Bf!ARING 
DEGoM l"loSECo 
ee-z<J-26. F 
o-r•-•"· w 
~-14-lle • 
o-s&- h e 
89- 3-59. w 
77-44-590 w 
89- 4- ~- w 
o- "6- o. ! 
t:tpiZQNTAL 1 INE QATA ---
DISTANCE 
FT 
lt.TERICR ANGLE 
AT END PO!,.,-
LOT NUMBEFI 
zr.•~o ro 1 ee-14_.6; 
1097.026 92- o- 7. 
245;575 90-49-26• 
J3a40Q 9a- o- o. 
zsc.ooo 1~8-41- a. 
zss.aoo 168-.41- a. 
18 }J.699 88-58- o. 
1157a401 91-36-34. 
.a.REA .. 3049286a26 FT*!Z TaaOOI'JiO 
PERIMETER . 7573a195 P'T 
LOT NUNSEP RCAD 
9962 s 47- a-34• E Z24ol61 122-26- 0• 
9963 s 1a-39-25o w 171h677 1'60- a- o. 
9957 s 9•21l-34o E t0h337 6&-r.s-H. 
9948 N 75-33-59• " 27o3l9 ll3--6-3S. 
995:t N 9-20-C!So w .94o7J2 160- o- o. 
9951 N 10-39-25. E l69o32.J 122-20- r •.. 
9967 N 47- I)-J4o w 2Js.ej9 u-3o- o. 
91161 N 88-29-2~. E 35o668 135-30- o. 
ARf:A . 12!:5flo 87 FT**2 a. zeetae 
p£J<JME TER • ta67a055 FT 
i!Nb 
POINT 
NO• 
9993 
9990 
9984 
991!~ 
9982 
991U 
99<;8 
9996 
ACRES 
9963 
9957 
9948 
9950 
9951 
9967 
9961 
9962 
ACRES 
END pOJhT cooao!o 
NORTH E.O.ST 
l4&6a9h 2742.4113 
389.954 2737el!l04 
382.4022 2492.34!5 
.549a027 249Zol!ll9 
)44o954 2242.92~ 
290o841! l993a721! 
zea .'lOa 100o279 
1417e398 It! 2e2~9 
u9e.3ts t54fa?s!S 
ll2ZoT20 1514oT12 
io2i.126 (53 t. 104 
1029.536 1504o 7a'7 
112J.oli i4e·g.3Z8 
1289a413 1520o641 
uso.zzs 1349.133 
145lol65 l3&3a788 
ARC 
FTo 
"'-.J 
N 
APPENDIX C 
SMALL SUBDIVISION TEST PROBLEM PRINTOUT 
73 
... .., .......................................................... . **•••••••• 'OJUSTEO TAAYeR!e DATA •••*•• .. •• 
. .,*••••"'··························-···-······················ R!R! roiifAL L fNlt DATA ___ :; 
ST~ltT I!ND 
POINT IU!ARIN4i - DIST•.NCI! IHTERtC" A"Gl.l! FIU"'T I!NO POS...T CCORCSe 
Hlb PEG ,NJN sru;, fi AT END PtliNT NO, NOHT .. EAST 
FOiltzCNfAL CORY! DATI-
TRAV!!nSI! ONE 
101 N o- o- Oe E 330e0CO 06-12.,.Zle 104 1oo.ooo so.ooo 
1M .. 06-1,_.21., F 303e79! 93-!51'-U• Joa UOdOZ 35l!el0 
lOS H o- 9-35e I! 299e406 91-t9- z, lll 419e507 353.963 
IU N e&- t-zz. • 30'a1U a a- 1•22a lOt uo.ooo so. 000 
Allli!A • 95~4e54 IP'T••z z. 192941 AC"I!S 
Pt:MINI!!TCR . J237e344 IP'T 
PToHO• PTeNOo "'•HOe 
101 " 430.000 I! 50.100 lOZ N 300o000 I! se.coo \103 .. zoo .. ooo • so.ooo 
10" N 1 go.. oog fi !SOo 000 I CIS N l07e738 e 166-oUI! 106 N l09e1'21' I! 196e6T8 
lOT N I 11.716 I! 226e6f8 toe N 120•102 I! ~3.128 109 .. 220el02 I! 353e40T 
110 M '120.101 E :S53e6e6 IU t.' 419.501 c 3!53e963 liZ Ill 42te C93 I! 19!5•0!58 
113 N 3!5&934 I! 19Se398 114 Ill 199e373 I! 1:~1'09 us " 246e820 I! l4S.974 116 N zoa.072 I'! 166.1!:3 117 N 127> 379 I! ue~c:rs 118 N 24Tel20 £ 2He973 
119 N 30§.902 E 255o176 uo N 191Jp935 I! 195.787 121 N ll9o073 e 166e630 
122 N 127o38l E 226..!588 113 H U'Pa225 E l96o075 124 • 206•226 ' S96d93 
--------------................................................................ ___________ ..,..;.. ________ _ 
f.'UP.111! • 
Oi!FINf.D Ill'' 
PC cc PI 
us 1&0 U4 
ll4 120 tn 
lU l&O U9 
119 IZO ua 
•••-••- CURYI! CATA ott•~totot•t• ..................................................................... 
C~ RI\L. AICGI.I! ;c CHORD DFARII>G c. CHCRO ft~Dfll5 
FT ot:G,I1t I'~ S!!C. FT OEhMIN .sac. 
60.000 6(t:42-47e 63r5?1 60,&45 N 19=!!6-l2• ! 
60•000 89-17- 9• 93.100 64o311 N 4!5- ~43e I! 
to.ooo 8~39=49. 10e!5C!! 72oZ50 s 40=57-47• I 
60o000 6T-2o-14e TOo !II!! 66e!ll7 s ~~ 1-14• • 
TANCI!!NT o::\ieg 'W ~:~' rr !o!INe 
''"*' Uo6•79247IO 89e25'7 zeo6479ZOI 02 
sc.uo l!le64792061I 
39,91!8 ze. 647921 oa e 
~ 
~ 
POtl'fT 
~:J. 
JOt 
102 
Ill! 
J 03 
11<> 
U6 
1 03 
104 
105 
106 
12& 
12:3 
Ill 
111' 
106 
I In' 
ll)(! 
UT 
109 
"" 110 
Ill 
113 
lU: 
•••to~~••·····-·-··-·········-·-···--··-·· .. -·-··-.. .. -•••  CISTANCI!S C I!IEARINGS -
.......... *·~···························· .. ·•······•·········· 
SP.ARtNG DISTANCE 
DEGoHII'IoSECo P'T 
----------~·---·------
N o- o- !!ttl 130..000 
s 89-34-52. I! 1!15e71l 
N o- o- o. I! 109.000 
N f?-~'i-35e I! U6e26S 
N Q-l'P=,S9e • 42.149 
s o-&'7- 3'0o I! 96o335 .. o- o- Oe I! aoo.ooo 
N 86-12-22• I! ll6e944 
" e&-li-20. I 30e056 H O•IT•38o • 94o500 
N o-t?-llh • 23;, 000 .. 0•17-38e • ZleZJO 
s o-l .,_ 3tlp I! -J9a748 
s G-l .,.,:s ... f! U5o665 
"' e6-t2-23e t! 30o056 
N 86•12-Zh I! 126a738 
N o- s-::,;~o I! lOOo 000 
• 86-43-!lle e IZ7e540 
N 0= 1-30, I! 100o oqo .. 1!12-22- 7o I! 99e390 
N o- 9=3Sa I! 999'!06 
N 8&- a-az. • 159~ ooo .. o-tT-•Z. • 66t060 
N 81!1- a-no • 145o 144 
END I!NO POINT COOitDSe 
POINT NORTH EAST 
liZ soo.ooo 50.000 
114 299e37S 135e709 
I 03 100,000 so.ooo 
116 204e072 166,193 
U!l 24f. t!20 l65e914 
lOS l07eZ38 l66e61!18 
104 aoc.ooo ~o.ooo 
10~ l07e738 166,688 
106 I09t?27 l96e678 
124 20 •• 226 1~6.193 
123 22Te225 196.075 
120 2911o935 l95oTOT 
117 227.379 226eOT5 
107 llle7l6 226e-668 
107 IIJ,ZU 22be6.E8 
108 120.102 353al28 
109 uo.aoz 353.401 
109 220el 02 353o40Z 
llO 320dDl 3!13e6116 
uo 320el0l 353.ee6 
lU 4l91so? 3!53t963 
112 424e993 195e0!18 
lU 42 •• 993 us10sa 
IOl "30oOOD 60.000 
'-I 
U'1 
STMT 
POINT 8"!l'.RtNG 
.......................................................... -...... 
***"****** I.OTTI"G CATA •••••*" ** ···-······ ...................... -...................... -..... . 
HOftffi!KT'AL LINt! OAT.X .. .. 
1! .. 0 
OtSTANCI! INTERIOR ANGl..l!! POINT END POII\T CCORDSt 
w.J, tmlh MIN~ SEC· FT AT E"D I'OINT ltCo NORTt- EAST 
TlloWERSI! I 
117 s O-lT-3S. I! us.. oes 86-'-!9-59., 107 llh7UI 11a.e6e 
107 "' H-12=21e !! 126.73!1 9:! .. ~!1-Ue 10!1 UOeJOZ 353·'1-t 
108 N o- <r-35> I! I oo.. ooo 93 .. 6-41~ 109 UOel02 3!53,401'\ 
109 N !16-•k•3· w 127, ;540 !16-26- s, 111' 227.379 ZZ6g075 
AltEA • t 361!:S. 50 trT••t Ot 314130 ACIID PERIMETER e 469,;<;43 I"T 
TRAVERS!! 2 
U7 s !16-43-4!t I! 127.540 aE-!!:J-1 e. 109 120 .• 102 353.407 
11!9 N o- o-35.> .. l OOoOOO u-u!-u. lto 320tl0l r.~!eeae 
ItO $ 112-IZ.. 7~ • 9~390 123-to- '7. 119 3C6e902 25!5. 176 
1&9 s 26• i-14:. " 6(>, 527 l:S3-4G- Te 118 241el28 115e!73 
118 s G-1'1'-38~ 1! 19~74!1 93-33-SS.. UT 127e379 IIGeC78 
InC "RIA • ,.454o44l 
ARltA • 9929e4o FT**2 Ool2194!1 AC118S 
C>Ealote· TER • 417ol <;4 PT 
TR,VER$1!: ., 
Ill s o- 9-35:: • 9'lh 4011 97-41'-27e 110 :S.IOetOl 3!53eeoe 
uo s H-22- 7· • 99.390 131-19-S!!t 119 3C6.?02 ft!ei'Te 
119 N 48-:S?-47, • 79o250 131-19-SSo 113 3511.93& S9!1e3~!! 
IU N o•1 ,..2, • 66<.060 87•43-40, IU U4t993 19!!eO:SE 
liZ $ ··- 1-ll!ll!e E 159,000 91-49- 2o lll 419e507 3S3"t963 AkC AREA • -Uh6U 
0. !S04eG ACRI!S 
69e010 611-2G-14e 1'0t5l!S 
IIOeOOO 81-3o-••· ee.ses 
... 101 H o- o- Oq 
102 s 89-34-52 
U4 N 45- l-43; 
113 N 0•17•42 
Ill "' ee- 1-2!. ARC AttF.A • 
IMHM • 
116 H o-IT•39 
1.15 N 19-56-15. ... H 19-34-Q 
IOZ N o- o- o. 
lOS N 117-59-3~ 
ARC AREA . 
ARB. 
~l .. !f&i. 
uo 8 81'-!!9-35· 
IU N o- o- o. 
I 04 N 86-12-22-. 
105 N o-1.,...39· 
Afli!A • PE:AIIii!Ti!:A • 
········~······ .............................................. .. 
•••••••••• ·. t.OTTU•G CATA tttttt .. tt ............................................................... 
HOfttzriHfAt. Llhe OATA .-
DISTANCe 
f'T 
TRAVERSE 
P. 130,000 
e 8!5.>711 
E 8!,322 
• 66e060 
• 145.144 
•1005.,133 
• 42aT49 
• 60.645 
• 85..711 
P. I OOeOOO 
I!" U6c21!! 
-337o428 
t oteT. 89 PTttz 
408 .. !62 ..., 
• ll6s&e!! 
e: 1 oo-~ ooo 
I! 116,944 
• 96o 33!1 
ll432tOT Ft••z 
429.!43 f'T 
IHTl!R tOR ANGLI! 
AT EN!) IIOtm 
9o-2S:-h 
13 ... !11-34, 
134-38-34, 
92-16-le. 
ee- a-u; 
aso-u-u. 
!Zo-11-23• 
89-34=!J2• 
e?-e9-3• 
91•42-tT, 
l!tiO 
POUlT 
!!0• 
·uz 
114 
tU 
.liZ 
Jot 
liS 
"" Ul 
103 
116 
o.Z338U AC!I9 
... q-zs, 103 
ao-1z-z_z. 104 
9;-'!o- "' ICS ae-IT•tll. no 
Oe262444 ACI!I!S 
END POl~T CCORO$, 
HQIIT to I!AST 
"300.000 
199e373 
358.934 
4Z4t993 
uo.ooo 
246d20 
199.373 
uo.ooo 
zoo.ooo 
gt.o!l 
I!OOefOO 
IOOeOOO 
l0Te738 
204oOTZ 
so.aoo 
13S.T09 
ue.:ne 
a9e.ose 
n,goo 
l35eT09 
!JO.OOC: 
so.ooo 
168el93 
10,000 
so.ooo 
1.615tl58e 
166.193 
kill'!~~~~~ Oi\TA 
RADIUS AhGLE DELTA 
f"T Ot!GeNlNe$!!:C• 
eo.ooo 89-1.,_ •• 
60e000 
AIIC 
f'T 
93.500 
APPENDIX D 
TRIANGULATION EXAMPLE, OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY 
SURVEYING TRAVERSE PRINTOUT 
78 
' z 
4 
10 
IIP.EA 
........... .. , .. _ •....•. 
·~·········· ..... **•••• ...........•··········· .... ,. ..•.. STATE UNIVSRSI TY SURVEY lNG TpAVE'tS~ STATE UNtVFRSITY SURVEYING TRAVERSE • •••••••••• •••••••••• 
.. :ITE: THf:.lti!.O.PiNG 0.0 LINE.I-2 tS 64SEC CN A .. CaSE"'Y .. TlON MACE ON 
SEPTEMBEq ZOe 19711 • ANO SHOli-D BE INTERPRETED AS AN APPROX-
lMATfi &EARJ"'G• THUS • .. LL t!EARIHGS FOUHO flfof Hl!S OUTPUT. ARE 
P'R xfk4f--• dOT lR!- ttmAtCT .fhtUTIV! Td ·tAOi OTH!R • 
............................................................... 
••••••**** ADJCSTED TRAV!ASE DAT4 •••••••••• ....................... ············••*•·•······················ .. ······ 
HQRIZ2fo4TAL ~INI OATA -----
CENTRAL 
eEARING DISTANCE INTERIOR AhGLI!! END POINT CODRDS• RADIUS ANGLE .DELTA ARC 
Ot:G.MINoSEC• FT AT END POINT 
I!Nb 
POINT 
NO. NCRTH EAST f"T OEG.MIN.SEC• I'T 
TRAVEqS£ 
N 29-5o- o. • 26'JeUJS 
N 59-37-15. e 239.063 
s ll-23-46. • z03.Btl 
s 11-4!1-10. • 157· 7Jo 
• 3zzS4.ia FT••z 
... 
9o-3Z-'\5. 
411-13-ZII. 
I H-38-38. 
41-35-lOo 
Oo14G4!S4 lCA!s 
2 
• 
10 Z04e4l0 
50 .ooo 
4loltl 
Z41.o4l0 
20t.IZ5. 
175o000 
PFP tMe TI!:R • 869o66<> ,.T 
4 
2 
j 
5 
A ~tEA 
··························-·····-···· .. ········••···········• ¥iii¥ •··~ ADJUSTED _TRAVHR OXTA -_ · •••••••••• ···········································-·················· 
- ---- HORIZONT' AI. i.lNI!: DATA -- tAO 
POINT 
NOo 
. IH!ARING DISTiiNCE INTERIOR ANGLE 
D£GoMI No $ECo n . AT EhO FOIHT EfoiD POl NT COORD•• NORTH &4ST 
TRAVERS!! II 
I 59-;Jt-15. • U9.o&J 46-19-53. z 113.364 4iolTI 
N 13-&7-2.1· E 270.345 &&7-27-za. 3 546.470 l03o3&6 
N f549=54o E Z08ol3l 59-ll-!Slo s !97.4-13 :sos;n 
s 16-3&- 3o • 20lo 587 &31- 0-47o 4 404•262 Zo\7•410 .. .4U93o 10 F fhi o.tsoat ACRE's 
PERIMETE't • 9l9ol25 I"T 
START 
POINT B!!ARING DISTANCE 
NOo OeG oMlN.• SI!:Co FT 
TRAvt!RS!: 
4 s n-z:s=4e. • 203.673 
·10 M r.t-:!l't-12. !: 20itol35 
6 N" ll- o-~o. E 163:210 
7 s 89-.\2-:57 • • 23Uo553 
AI> EX . 34865. 79 Fifhz 
INTER I Cit ANGLE 
AT ENO PO.t"'T 
c 
at-to-z.-. 
1!8-26- 'ilo 
58-42-36. 
lOl-40-Sio 
c:.nc:z;c:a 
ENO 
PO tNT 
NO. 
lo 
6 
7 
• 
lcRU 
!!:NO POINT COOROSo 
NORTH EAST 
204.410 
265o556 
zot.szs 
~Oio886 
415.960 
247.410 
PER!IIIET!:R . 809 o770 I"T 
lfli!if 
POINT 
NOo 
t 
4 
5 
8 
••••••**•••······················-······························ ¥1* i¥ ¥¥¥¥¥ 4bJOS tEO T'FiXYP.RRI tiAfA . ¥¥¥¥•••••• .................. 4< ................................................ . 
tORIZONTAI.. LIN!: DATA 
IS£AR lNG DISTANCE IMTI!:RtOA AHGLI! 
ENd 
POINT 
HOo 
t!HD POINT CCORDSe 
0£GoMINo~ECo FT AT t;HO POINT 
s 19'042=$7 •• 
. N 16-38- 3o E 
N 5&'"46-zo. E 
s 
TRAV~Sl! 
23a.S53 
201 o587 
182. 1·72 
46656.88 Fthl! 
915o488 FT 
0 
62-20:32. 
1 .otto9S ACR!s 
4 
IS 
I 
NORTH EAST 
ttOtt.z6z 
597o413 
6ilt.Z:!il 
405o44& 
24fe410 
305oll6 
45.t.5Ui 
~5.960 
.............. • ...••t• ............ ·····-. ····-.··········. ••••• .•••••••• ..... . . AcJUni!6 tnV!Rst Olf4 . ...... ,,.................................................................. 
CENTRAL, 
RADIUS ANGLE OEt.TA 
~T O~~oMINeSI!:Co 
ARC: 
P'T 
HORUONT A C:URYI! DATA 
wtWA: 
RADIUS ANGLI! DELTA ARC 
I"T DeG •• JNoSECo I"T 
Sflltf 
IIOINT 
NOo 
ltl!AitiNG 
Ol!:GoMINoSFCo 
t!QRIZO~TAL LIN: DATA 
OIST .. ~CE tNTI!RlCII'I ANGI..I! 
dO 
POINT 
NO. 
END POINT CODROS. 
- Hq!J ZCINTa...ftf1 QAIA 
fiiAOIU$ AMQ..~ DELTA 
6 N :u- o-zo. 
7 • 51-43-47. 
9 N e.-:za-.a. 
AAFA • 
PCIIti!ETI!'B • 
E 
I! 
• 
FT AT 1!100 POINT 
TRAY EASt! 
16!.zio iFiflf- e. 
273o62ll !2-37- t. 
3oo.359 64-3!1-SS. 
o.soe~9a ACRes 
t 
9 
6 
NORTH I!AS'f 
4o5.446 
Z:JSo969 
265.556 
us.Ho 
700o785 
401.886 
liT DI!SeMlNese:C. 
ARC 
I"T 
co 
0 
............................................................... 
•••iii•i•i bl Sflfli!!S 11 BEARINGS •••••••••• ............................................................... 
POINT !!!!Ali lNG 6iSTANC! tfti !Ab PtiiNf ttRMbS. 
N:Jo O!!GoNINoS!!Ce · " POl lifT NORTH ~AST 
N 211-so- o. .. 269oOIS z -~.364 lolel71 
2 I 64-33=24. I! 113~779 10 &4.416 Zit.I2S 
10 s 11..,<!15-1 o. • 157.716 1 so.ooa l1'5e000 
10 N 16-52-55 • • 3S7.46S 3 su.no IIDe!ll6 
3 s 13-17-23. w 270.345 2 Z03o364 .1.171 
2 N 59-37-15. ! zl9.o63 4 'il4o262 247.416 
... 5 11-23-48 • • 20.J.873 10 ZOioo410 207ol25 
10 N 7z-34=tz. e: 204.135 6 265.556 401.486 
6 N 1,8- lo-loloo • 207.611 " .. 04e262 2'97elol0 • k IF4Z-57. I! 236.15) t 405.440 48!1.960 
7 s 31- o-2o. w U:3-e:Uo 6 Z65o55& *Olo8S6 
6 k 16-as-n • • 345.619 s 59t.413 3d5oli6 
5 s 75-·9-54. w zoe. 131 ~ 546.470 10~.316 
J s 45-n=n. I! uz.4so 4 464.261 li!n.uo 
• N 16-38- 3. I! zo 1 .sar 5 597olol.i 305oll6 
5 N 56-4Fzo. I! la2.112 • 6§1.231 •sr.so2 
cl ! 35'"'31!..,39. .. 360e518 " *04o262 Z47elol0 5 s +3-17-21. I! zQ.tls t 4os.n& 415.960 
7 N 5-34-13· • 293ol77 a 697.:ua •sr.soz 
IS 5 2f-4d-20. ! 521.494 9 235.969 too.tas 
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